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summoned before a court-martial. Capital punishment
was demanded for the ringleaders. The speed and energy
with which this military mutiny was crushed gave the
public an indication of the new Premier's methods.
The principal weakness of the Right Parties was that
they could not yet agree upon a programme.
In contrast to the disunity of the Right, there was a
basic Left programme upon which most of the Left had
agreed, and for which they were prepared—up to a point—
to sink differences of doctrines and tactics, at all events for
the present. Even to those who follow Spanish politics
this state of comparative agreement amongst Left followers
and sympathizers has been difficult to explain. The most
reasonable explanation appears to be that the masses were
shocked by the methods employed to suppress the rising
in Asturias in 1934, when African and Foreign Legion
troops were used to shoot down Spanish miners whose
crime was to demand a living wage. In addition, there
was the grave agrarian problem, with which is interlocked
the welfare of the lower ranks of town workers. Both
peasants and town workers had, until recently, taken little
interest in politics—nearly all the peasants are illiterate, and
the town workers have little education. But the Spanish
peasant has at last learnt one lesson concerning his well-
being, and it is that an estate owner who takes away all the
profits of a peasant-worked soil, to spend them elsewhere,
is their enemy. What is even worse, over vast areas land-
owners had not even attempted to work the land—hence,
hundreds of thousands of unemployed or suffering peasants,
when every peasant knew that by working the land he could
live comfortably.
In Andalucia, Extremadura, Castile, and elsewhere,
the peasants had peaceably taken possession, and were now

